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PS 7 Solutions

A&S16.88) For the capacitor take voltage vc(t) from left to right. For the inductor take current
il(t) from left to right. The state is then defined as x(t) = [vc(t), il(t)]

T and the input as u(t) =
[v1(t), v2(t)]. We then have one node equation and two mesh equations.

1/4
dvc(t)

dt
= vo(t)/2 + il(t)

dil(t)

dt
= vo(t)− v2(t)

vo(t) = v1(t)− v2(t)

Substituting the last equation into the first two equations we can get A and B. c and d are gotten
from the last equation.

We then have

A =

[
−2 4
−1 0

]
, B =

[
2 0
1 −1

]
, c = [−1, 0], d = [1, 0]T

A&S16.89) For the capacitor take voltage vc(t) from top to bottom. For the inductor take current
il(t) from left to right. The state is then defined as x(t) = [vc(t), il(t)]

T and the input at u(t) =
[vs(t), is(t)]. We then have one node equation and one mesh equation.

2
dvc(t)

dt
= il(t)− vc(t)/4 + is(t)

dil(t)

dt
= vs(t)− vc(t)

vo(t) = vc(t)

We can then get A and B. c and d directly with

A =

[
−1/8 −1/2
−1 0

]
, B =

[
0 1/2
1 0

]
, c = [1, 0], d = [0, 0]T

A&S16.90) This is similar to problem 16.88 except outputs are different. Now we have y(t) =
[i1(t), i2(t)]T . The A and B matrices are the same as 16.88. We have for the output equations.

i1(t) = il(t) + (v1(t)− vc(t))/2

and i2(t) = il(t). This results in

C =

[
−1/2 1

0 1

]
, D =

[
1/2 0
0 0

]
2) For the circuit on the left, the voltage across the capacitor is the state variable; let the positive
polarity be on the right. The node voltages at the op amp input terminals are both in(t); the node
voltage at the circuit output is in(t) + x(t) . The state transition equation is the result of using
Kirchoffs current law at the op amp negative input terminal. The standard state space equations
are:

dx(t)

dt
= (−1/RC)x(t) + (1/R1C)in(t), out(t) = x(t) + in(t)



>> syms s;syms t real;syms r c r1 real;
>> A=−1/r/c;B=1/r1/c;C=1;D=1;
>> H=D+C*inv(s−A)*B,imp='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H,s,t),
<H=1+1/(s+1/r/c)/r1/c
<imp=heaviside(t+abs(eps))*
(dirac(t)+1/r1/c*exp(−1/r/c*t))>
>> step='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H/s,s,t)
nat=subs(H,s,0)−step
<step=heaviside(t+abs(eps))*

(1+2*exp(−1/2/r/c*t)/r1*r*sinh(1/2/r/c*t))
<nat=1+1/r1*r−heaviside(t+abs(eps))*
(1+2*exp(−1/2/r/c*t)/r1*r*sinh(1/2/r/c*t))>

For the circuit on the right, the voltage across the capacitor is the state variable; let the positive
polarity be on the top. The node voltages at the op amp input terminals are both . The state
transition equation is the result of using Kirchoffs current law at the node at the top of the capacitor.
The equation for the circuit output results from the Kirchoffs current equation at the negative op
amp input terminal. The standard state space equations are:

dx(t)

dt
= (−1/R2C2)x(t) + (1/R2C2)in(t), out(t) = (−R3/R2)x(t) + (1 + R3/R2)in(t)

>> syms s;syms t real;syms r2 c2 r3 real;
>> A=−1/r2/c2;B=1/r2/c2;C=−r3/r2;D=1+r3/r2;
>> H=D+C*inv(s−A)*B,imp='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H,s,t),
<H=1+r3/r2−r3/r2ˆ2/(s+1/r2/c2)/c2
imp=heaviside(t+abs(eps))*
(dirac(t)*(r2+r3)/r2−r3/r2ˆ2/c2*exp(−1/r2/c2*t))>
>> step='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H/s,s,t),
nat=subs(H,s,0)−step
<step =heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(1+r3*exp(−1/r2/c2*t)/r2)
nat=1−heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(1+r3*exp(−1/r2/c2*t)/r2)>

3) Let the first state variable be the voltage across the horizontal capacitor with the positive polarity
on the right; let the second state variable be the voltage across the vertical capacitor with the
positive polarity at the top. Both the node voltages at the op amp input terminals are the second
node voltage; by the use of a voltage divider, one finds the node voltage at the circuit output is twice
the second state variable. Finally the node voltage at the node between the two unequal resistors
is . The state transition equation for the first state variable follows from applying Kirchoffs current
law at the node between the two unequal resistors is 2x2(t)− x1(t).

dx1(t)

dt
= (R/C − 1/(RC))x1(t) + (2R/C − 1/(RC))x2(t) + (−1/(RC))in(t).

. The state transition equation for the second state variable follows from applying Kirchoffs current
law at the negative op amp input terminal;

dx2(t)

dt
= (−1/(RC))x1(t) + (1/(RC))x2(t) + (0))in(t).

. The output equation is
out(t) = (0)x1(t) + (2)x2(t) + (0)in(t).



.
>> syms s;syms t real;syms r c r1 real;
>>A=[−r/c−1/r/c 2*r/c+1/r/c;−1/r/c 1/r/c];B=[−r/c;0];C=[0 2];D=0;
>> H=D+C*inv(s*eye(size(A))−A)*B,
imp='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H,s,t)
<H=2/(sˆ2*cˆ2+s*r*c+1)
imp=2*heaviside(t+abs(eps))*
(exp(−1/2*(−(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2)+r*c)*t/cˆ2)−
exp(−1/2*((rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2)+r*c)*t/cˆ2))/
(cˆ2*(r−2)*(r+2))ˆ(1/2)>
>> step='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H/s,s,t),
nat=subs(H,s,0)−step
<step=heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(2+2*exp(−1/2*t/c*r)*
(−cosh(1/2*t/cˆ2*(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2))−
r*c/(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2)*
sinh(1/2*t/cˆ2*(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2))))

nat=2−heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(2+2*exp(−1/2*t/c*r)*
(−cosh(1/2*t/cˆ2*(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2))−
r*c/(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2)*
sinh(1/2*t/cˆ2*(rˆ2*cˆ2−4*cˆ2)ˆ(1/2))))>

4) Let the first state variable be the voltage across the capacitor connecting to input with positive
polarity on the left; let the second state variable be the voltage across the other capacitor with the
positive polarity on the left. Note that the opamp at the right in conjunction with the resistors is
an inverting amp with the output voltage for the output of the opamp at the left being −out(t).
Therefore x2(t) = out(t). Writing a node equation at the + input of the opamp on the left we get ;

dx2(t)

dt
= .

dx1(t)

dt
+ 1/(RC)x1(t)

. We also have x1(t) = in(t) and dx1(t)
dt = .din(t)dt .

If we make the input din(t)
dt then we have the following state equations.

dx1(t)

dt
= (0)x1(t) + (0)x2(t) + (1)

din(t)

dt

and
dx2(t)

dt
= (1/(RC))x1(t) + (0)x2(t) + (1)

din(t)

dt

The output equation is

out(t) = (0)x1(t) + (1)x2(t) + (0)
din(t)

dt

.
>> syms s;syms t real;syms r c real;
>>A=[0 0;1/r/c 0];B=[1;1];C=[0 1];D=0;
>> H=D+C*inv(s*eye(2)−A)*B,
imp='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H*s,s,t)
< H = 1/r/c/s+1
imp= heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(1/r/c +?(t))>
>> step='heaviside(t+abs(eps))'*ilaplace(H/s,s,t),

< step = heaviside(t+abs(eps))*(1+1/2/r/c*t)>

Natural response blows up as s(∞) =∞.


